Day of Scholarship!

This year’s Day of Scholarship proved to be the most successful event to date. Boasting well over 100 presentations, the day hosted 196 presenters consisting of 119 faculty and 77 students!

Presentations ranged from Social Issues to Education, Science, History, Pedagogy, Health and more. Focused discussions about ELO (Essential Learning Outcomes) were organized by facilitators all day as well. Forty-one presentations reported on results from internal awards while audiences heard about eight projects that were funded by external awards.

All in all, eager students and energetic faculty shared feelings of accomplishment and pride in a celebration that has grown from a small event in West Quad to one that not only fills the Campus Center meeting rooms, but also spills into F-Wing classrooms.

Thank you to all who helped make this day spectacular - to all who participated and attended. We can only imagine what the 13th Annual Day of Scholarship will bring in 2013!

GRC Faculty Alert System

Finding funding has just gotten easier!! The Faculty Alert System is an automated, monthly e-mail system containing funding opportunities that are tailored to each faculty member’s specific needs. These alerts may include federal and private funding opportunities, with application deadlines extending out three months. As faculty needs will continually change, participants have the ability to alter their criteria at anytime.

Please use the GRC Faculty Alert System Application to register. We will be submitting a list of applicants for the Alert System by the end of June. Completed application should be returned to mailto:grants@stockton.edu

stockton.edu/grantsoffice/